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A Reduced-Order Modeling Framework for Integrated 
Thermo-Elastic Analysis of Hypersonic Vehicles 
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This paper presents an integrated, reduced-order thermo-elastic modeling framework for 
fundamental characterization of the impact of aerodynamic heating on the structural 
dynamics and controllability of hypersonic vehicle’s structures. The emphasis in this 
methodology is to obtain structural modes and frequencies as a function of the thermal 
boundary conditions and initial conditions without having to solve the full-order thermo-
elastic problem at every time step. This is motivated by the fact that control-oriented 
analysis and vehicle design require solution techniques that are computationally efficient 
and possess a low number of states. Knowledge of the transient structural dynamics over a 
flight trajectory will support the fully coupled aerothermoelastic/propulsion analysis and 
will enable the investigation of the movement of the poles and zeros of the linearized flight 
dynamics for determination of the required robustness of the flight control system. Proper 
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is proposed for solution of the transient heat transfer 
problem. A structural dynamics solution procedure is outlined in which thermal effects are 
coupled to the structural dynamics through the discrete form of the Ritz method. Due to the 
high temperatures expected in hypersonic flight, the equations of motion include a 
temperature-dependent Young’s Modulus and the geometric stiffness matrix due to thermal 
stresses which will lead to coupling of the equations of motion. The methodology is 
exemplified using a representative hypersonic vehicle control surface as this structure is 
believed to have potentially the greatest impact on the dynamics of the vehicle. 

I. Introduction 
HERE has recently been renewed interest in hypersonic vehicles (HSVs), particularly for rapid response to 
global threats and affordable access to space. However, there still exist inherent challenges associated with 

hypersonic flight due to strong interactions among aerodynamics, heat transfer, elastic airframe, propulsion system, 
flight dynamics, and controls. This work focuses on the coupling of heat transfer and structural dynamics of the 
vehicle. Due to the high speed of HSVs, aerodynamic heating will occur at the vehicle surface, leading to heat 
transfer through the internal vehicle structure. The resulting change in the temperature distribution throughout the 
structure will lead to a change in its structural dynamics through various phenomena to be described in subsequent 
sections. It is important to be able to predict the transient thermal response and resulting structural dynamic 
characteristics over the flight trajectory due to the coupling described above. Specifically, deflection of the forebody 
alters the angle-of-attack and thus the airflow through the engine, resulting in changing thrust.1 Additionally, the 
transient structural dynamics can lead to evolution in vehicle control characteristics which determine the necessary 
robustness of the control system.1 In the conceptual design phase, these complex interactions among disciplines lead 
to the need for modeling techniques which can predict the thermal response and resulting structural dynamics within 
a vehicle design and control analysis framework.  

One modeling technique that is traditionally used for thermo-elastic problems involves the use of high-fidelity 
finite element models. Solution of the coupled thermo-elastic problem in a high-fidelity sense for this application 
begins by determining the heat flux at the vehicle surface due to aerodynamic heating at some initial cruise 
configuration. Based on the heat flux boundary condition at the surface, the temperature distribution throughout the 
structure can then be calculated from transient thermal finite element analysis. Once the temperature distribution is 
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found at the time instant of interest, two modifications to the structural stiffness need to be considered – one due to 
the temperature dependence of Young’s Modulus and the other due to the effect of thermal stresses. The former can 
be calculated by directly modifying the structural stiffness matrix based on a functional dependence of Young’s 
Modulus with temperature. The latter contribution can be found by solving a static problem subjected to thermal 
loads, calculating the thermal stresses, forming the geometric stiffness matrix, and adding the geometric stiffness 
matrix to the structural stiffness matrix. Once these modifications are made to the stiffness at the time instant under 
consideration, solution of the structural dynamics problem yields vibration modes and frequencies of major 
structural components at that time instant. The heat flux at the next time step can then be found from aeroheating 
analysis based on deflections at the current time step and the loop can be repeated. The deflections at the current 
time step can also be used in an aerodynamic representation to recalculate the surface pressures on the vehicle and 
update the load vector in the structural finite element model. A schematic of the high-fidelity solution process as 
described above is shown in Fig. 1.  

 
A similar high-fidelity finite element procedure was employed by Lindell and Amundsen2 to analyze the static 

stresses due to thermal loads on the Hyper-X vehicle. This approach made use the SHABP aeroheating code and 
Fay-Riddell stagnation point heating theory to determine the aerodynamic heat flux at the vehicle surface based on 
trajectory information. Patran Thermal was used to carry out transient thermal analysis to determine the temperature 
distribution based on the given boundary conditions over the flight trajectory. Iteration was carried out between the 
aeroheating analysis and heat transfer analysis to capture the correct skin temperature of the structure. Temperatures 
were interpolated from the thermal grid to the structural grid and nonlinear static structural finite element analysis 
was performed at discrete trajectory points. The thermal analysis included radiation to the atmosphere, radiation 
within cavities, and contact resistance between parts and across welds. The structural analysis included temperature-
dependent Young’s Moduli, coefficients of thermal expansion, and stress/strain curves. Orthotropic material 
properties were also included where applicable. Results of the thermal analysis of a control surface showed 
maximum temperatures over 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit at the end of the predicted transient. Nonlinear static 
structural analysis based on the predicted thermal loads showed a maximum strain of −0.69% which occurred in the 
skin region. An initial yield assessment based on a temperature-dependent yield stress showed regions in which the 
Von Mises stress was up to three times the local yield stress value.  

While the above high-fidelity finite element technique provides an accurate representation of the effects of 
aeroheating and heat transfer on the static structure, this method would be too complex and possess too many states 
for the purpose of control simulation and vehicle design. A model reduction technique proposed by Collier3 involved 
the use of equivalent stiffness and thermal coefficients for analysis of stiffened plates via classical lamination theory. 
The goal of that work was to reduce a three-dimensional stiffened panel to a homogenized two-dimensional planar 
finite element model having equivalent structural stiffness and thermal expansion for static structural analysis. This 
formulation sought to reduce the number of degrees of freedom by avoiding the need to generate a high-fidelity 
mesh of the actual three-dimensional structure, and replace it with a two-dimensional planar mesh. Based on the 

 
Figure 1. High-fidelity coupled thermo-elastic solution process. 
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given stiffener geometry and spacing, an equivalent membrane stiffness matrix, A, membrane-bending coupling 
matrix, B, and bending stiffness matrix, D, were calculated. To capture the thermal expansion of the actual panel, an 
equivalent membrane thermal coefficient matrix, Aα, membrane-bending coupling thermal coefficient matrix, Bα, 
and bending thermal coefficient matrix, Dα, were also calculated. These resulting matrices were input into the 
material property definition in the finite element software to define the equivalent anisotropic plate element for 
thermoelastic analysis. Comparison of the stiffness terms from the homogenized formulation with those from three-
dimensional finite element analysis of the actual plate showed good agreement. Additionally, comparison of the 
thermal stress resulting from an assumed temperature distribution between the homogenized formulation and three-
dimensional finite element analysis also showed good agreement.  

While the above methodology was able to reduce the number of degrees of freedom in the static structural 
solution of reinforced panels, it still did not address the dynamics of complex structural constructions. An attempt to 
include dynamic effects comes from Culler, Williams, and Bolender.4 The authors made use of the assumed mode 
method to analyze the effect of propellant consumption and heating on the mode shapes and natural frequencies of a 
free-free beam representative of a HSV. For the thermal problem they considered one-dimensional heat transfer 
through the thickness of the beam. The structure was taken to be composed of an outer PM 2000 honeycomb 
sandwich panel, an insulating layer made of IMI Insulation, and a load-carrying member made of Titanium. The 
heat flux boundary condition due to aerodynamic heating at the surface was calculated using the Eckert reference 
temperature method for turbulent, high speed flow over a flat plate based on hypersonic cruise of 2,000 psf dynamic 
pressure at 85,000 feet. The structural dynamics were calculated using an analytical formulation of the free-free 
beam equations in which assumed free-vibration modes were employed to generate natural frequencies and vibration 
mode shapes over the flight trajectory. The authors investigated both the effect of mass change due to propellant 
burn and material degradation due to aerodynamic heating on the structural dynamics. Results showed that the 
combined effect of mass decrease and temperature increase resulted in a small change in the first bending mode 
frequency, but a significant change in the second and third bending mode frequencies. Because a uniform 
temperature change with no spatial variation did not affect the mode shapes, evolution of the mode shape over time 
was governed by the mass decrease. Analysis of the resulting flight dynamics showed that aerodynamic heating did 
not significantly affect the rigid body poles and zeros due to the fact that the rigid body and flexible states are not 
excited by each other. The short-period poles were found to remain somewhat constant during hypersonic cruise, but 
movement of the real transmission zeros to the right resulted in more available bandwidth to the inner-loop control 
law. Finally, it was noted that the first bending frequency was significant in terms of aeroelastic interactions because 
it lies near the elevator actuator bandwidth. Further analysis of the aeroservoelastic interactions at various flight 
conditions was proposed. That study, however, was limited to the HSV body only, and no other surfaces were 
considered (e.g., control surfaces). Moreover, the beam representation of the airframe, although able to capture its 
basic structural dynamic characteristics, was too coarse to model the thermal and mechanical spatial distribution and 
corresponding effects on the structural response. 

As opposed to the above fundamental analytical model for the structural dynamics, the method described in this 
work begins with a high-fidelity representation of the structure and then systematically reduces the order of the 
system. Additionally, this work will consider heat conduction in three dimensions. A thermal solution scheme based 
on Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is proposed for solution of the transient heat transfer problem. The 
discrete form of the Ritz method with modal truncation will be used for solution of the structural dynamics problem. 
The fact that ROMs will be extracted from high fidelity three-dimensional models provides various advantages. 
Because the ROMs are generated based on output of detailed numerical models, they are independent of geometry 
and can be easily updated for parametric studies. In contrast to fundamental models, modeling as much physics as 
possible initially and then reducing the order will allow one to control the error incurred due to model reduction 
through variation of certain parameters. Such parameters include the number of snapshots and basis vectors used in 
the POD of the heat transfer problem and the number of Ritz modes included in the structural dynamics solution. 
Additionally the ROMs will be created offline such that the computational expense of the high fidelity simulations 
will not affect the reduced order nature of the control-oriented design and analysis. The purpose of this work is to 
avoid the need to solve a full heat transfer problem and structural dynamics problem at every time step. This work 
aims to formulate the ROMs such that they do need not to be reconstructed as the heat flux boundary conditions and 
structural dynamics of the system change over time. Thus, one does not need to return to the detailed finite element 
models once the ROMs have been created. A schematic of the overall goal of this work is shown in Figure 2.  
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The result will be a formulation which takes the heat flux boundary conditions as an input and uses a reduced order 
vehicle representation and link between the thermal and structural disciplines to directly produce vehicle mode 
shapes and frequencies based on the current thermal state. The following sections describe the various steps to be 
used in this procedure. 

II. High Fidelity Modeling 
A high-fidelity modeling framework making use of MSC.Nastran thermal and structural finite element analysis 

has been adopted for the purposes of extracting ROMs and characterizing error. Transient thermal analysis is first 
run on the model with appropriate heat flux boundary conditions applied to generate nodal temperatures at the time 
steps of interest. These nodal temperatures are then mapped onto the structural finite element model by creating a 
spatial field within MSC.Patran.  Currently the same grids are being used for both the thermal and structural 
analyses, but future work will likely make use of different grid resolutions between the models and interpolate the 
temperatures between the two.   

A notional finite element model representative of a hypersonic vehicle control surface has been created for the 
purpose of this study. The control surface is being studied not just as a representative structure to illustrate the 
methodology, but because it is believed to have potentially the greatest impact on the overall controllability of the 
vehicle. Analysis of the transient structural dynamics over the flight profile will provide insight into the 
effectiveness of the control surface and its impact on the overall vehicle dynamics. A schematic of the envisioned 
two-dimensional geometry5 of the hypersonic vehicle is shown in Fig. 3 with the canard and elevon control surfaces 
highlighted.   

 
 
The control surface model created for this study to represent one of the above control surfaces is shown in Fig. 4 
along with an artist rendition of a hypersonic vehicle concept and a finite element model of the NASA X-43A 
control surface. The control surface is discretized using two-dimensional isoparametric triangular elements in both 
the thermal and structural finite element models. The overall dimensions and rib pattern have been estimated based 
on relevant papers5-7 are given in Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 2. Schematic of fundamental focus of reduced-order modeling. 

 
Figure 3. Envisioned vehicle geometry indicating approximate control surface positions.5 
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The material for the structure was chosen to be PM 2000 due to its high strength at high temperatures and relatively 
low thermal diffusivity constant.8,9 Note that this is a preliminary selection, and that further sizing and investigation 
will provide more insight into the materials, dimensions, and stacking necessary for a hypersonic control surface 
application of this type. The thermo-mechanical material properties as used in this study are shown in Table 1.  
From the given properties, a temperature-dependent Young’s Modulus curve was obtained (Fig. 6). For the purpose 
of this study, Young’s Modulus was extrapolated beyond the data given, as material property data spanning the 
range of temperatures expected in hypersonic applications proves difficult to obtain. All element thicknesses were 
chosen to be 0.25 inches for this initial study.  
 

 

 
Figure 5. Control surface geometry and dimensions.

Table 1. Thermo-mechanical material properties for PM 2000.8,9 

Thermal Conductivity, k 28 W/(m-K) 
Specific Heat, cp 740 J/(kg-K) 

Density, ρ 7180 kg/m3 
Poisson’s Ratio, ν 0.33 

Young’s Modulus, E, at T = 193 K 215 GPa 
Young’s Modulus, E, at T = 473 K 205 GPa 
Young’s Modulus, E, at T = 673 K 185 GPa 
Young’s Modulus, E, at T = 873 K 172 GPa 
Young’s Modulus, E, at T = 973 K 160 GPa 

Young’s Modulus, E, at T = 1073 K 155 GPa 
Young’s Modulus, E, at T = 1223 K 140 GPa 

 

     
(a)                 (b)            (c) 

Figure 4. (a) Control surface model, (b) Rendition of NASA X-43B 7, (c) FE Model of X-43A control surface.2 
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III. Reduced-Order Thermal Modeling: Proper Orthogonal Decomposition 
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is proposed for solution of the transient heat transfer problem.10 This 

allows for determination of the temperature distribution at any time simply by finding a vector of time-dependent 
coefficients which are the modal amplitudes of the POD basis vectors. The use of such a modal expansion allows 
one to avoid the need to solve the full-order heat transfer problem at ever time step. The POD basis is optimal in the 
sense that the energy is concentrated in the lower modes as much as possible so as to allow for truncation of the 
basis without significant loss of accuracy. The ability to truncate the basis will ultimately mean that the number of 
time-dependent modal amplitudes to be found will be much less than the number of nodal degrees of freedom in the 
thermal finite element model. Therefore POD will provide a significant computational advantage in permitting 
solution through finding modal amplitudes of basis vectors as opposed to a full order vector of nodal temperatures. 
Once the POD basis is found, there is no need to return to the detailed model and perform full-order simulations. 
The role of POD in the overall solution process is shown in Fig. 7 with the grey indicating steps that will be 
bypassed through its use. 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Role of POD in overall solution process. 

 
Figure 6. Linear fit used for temperature dependent Young’s Modulus of PM 2000 in the finite element model. 
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III.1 Thermal POD Formulation 
The approach makes use of the method of snapshots in determining the POD basis vectors. The formulation 

begins by generating Ns snapshots which are defined as state solutions evaluated at several values of one of more 
parameters of interest. In the case of the transient heat conduction problem, the snapshots are vectors of nodal 
temperatures at various time instants. The goal of the POD formulation is to find a reduced basis, φ(x, y, z), and 
time-dependent coefficients, c(t), such that the temperature distribution at any time t can be written as  
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )

(1) (2) ( )
1 1 1 1

1 2
(1) (2) ( )

...

n

n
n

m m m m
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c t c t c t
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ϕ ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ ϕ

⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪ = + + +⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭

, (1) 

  
 
where T refers to the value of the nodal temperature, m is the total number of degrees of freedom in the thermal 
finite element model, and n is the total number of POD basis vectors retained after truncation. After Ns snapshots are 
generated, the vector of initial temperatures, T0, is subtracted from each snapshot. They are then used to form the 
snapshot matrix, A, where each snapshot is a column of it, as 
 

 

( )(1) (2)
1 1 1

( )(1) (2)
2 2 2

( )(1) (2)

s

s

s

N

N
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m m m

T T T
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⎡ ⎤
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⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

. (2)    

 
As the snapshots will inherently be correlated, we can eliminate redundant information. This is accomplished via the 
calculation of the correlation matrix, C, whose entries are given by integrating over the inner product of the i-th and 
j-th columns of the snapshot matrix as 
 

 ( ) ( )1 Ti j
ij

s V

C A A dV
N

= ∫ , (3) 

 
where ( )(i) indicates the i-th column of the matrix ( ).  Because the snapshots are taken from a finite element 
solution, we have a continuous representation of temperatures over the structure as opposed to strictly discrete nodal 
values. We can take advantage of this fact in evaluating the above integrals by expanding the nodal temperatures in 
terms of the shape functions and performing a continuous integral as opposed to a discrete summation. Consider the 
3x1 vector of nodal temperatures for each element in matrix form as 
 
 ( ), , , ex y z t NT=T  (4) 

 
where Te is the vector of elemental temperatures for a specific element and N is the finite element shape function 
matrix. For this study, it is simply the row vector of standard finite element shape functions for the isoparametric 
triangular element. Moreover, consider the transformation matrix, TeG, that relates local element degrees of freedom 
for element e with global ones, i.e., Te = TeGT, so that Eq. (4) becomes  
 
 ( ), , , eGx y z t NT T=T  (5) 
 
Using Eq. (4) in Eq. (3), the expression for the elements of the correlation matrix becomes 
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where the summation indicates that the integral is summed over all elements for each entry in the correlation matrix. 
Again, the i and j indices refer to the snapshot numbers. Making use of the isoparametric map, we can express the 
integral over the shape functions in terms of the isoparametric coordinates, ξ and η, the element thickness, t, and the 
determinant of the Jacobian resulting from the isoparametric coordinate transformation, J, as 
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∫ ∫ ∫  (7) 

 
Now, the eigenvalues, λ, and eigenvectors, v, of the correlation matrix are then used along with the columns of the 
snapshot matrix to calculate the POD vectors, φ, i.e., 
 

 ( ) ( )

1

1 sN
k i

k i
is k

v A
N

ϕ
λ =

= ∑ , (8) 

 
where vi

(k) is the i-th element of the k-th eigenvector. This produces the orthonormal basis that will be used to 
construct the temperature distribution at any time instant of interest. As mentioned above, the optimality of the POD 
basis is a result of the correlation of the snapshots, which leads to a rapid decay of the eigenvalues of the correlation 
matrix. POD modes whose corresponding eigenvalue is of small magnitude do not contribute significantly to the 
solution, and thus the corresponding POD mode can be eliminated from the set. The plot in Fig. 8 shows an example 
of the magnitudes of the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix generated from the control surface model containing 
4,056 degrees of freedom with 11 snapshots taken.  

 

 
Once the POD basis vectors are found and the basis is truncated accordingly, it remains to calculate the time-

dependent modal amplitudes at the time steps of interest. This work makes use of the methodology developed in 

 
Figure 8. Eigenvalues of correlation matrix for 11 snapshot case applied to control surface model. 
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Ref. 10. An overview of the procedure will be given here, and the interested reader is referred to the referenced 
paper for further detail. The process begins by forming the modal matrix Φ whose columns are the POD basis 
vectors. Note that at this stage we will assume that the POD basis has been truncated based on the eigenvalue 
analysis as described above. Consider the thermal finite element system of equations given by 

 
 MT KT f+ =  (9) 

 
where M is the lumped form of the thermal capacitance matrix and K is the thermal conductivity matrix. Here it is 
assumed that the Eq. (9) has been recast to account for the initial conditions being subtracted from the vector of 
nodal temperatures as mentioned in the discussion of the snapshot matrix. The system of equations is transformed to 
make all of the entries in the diagonal matrix M unity, thus reducing it to the identity matrix. This is accomplished 
using the matrix M-1/2 to transform T so  
 
 *2/1 TMT −= . (10) 
 
Under this transformation, the system of equations becomes of the form 
 
 **** fTKT =+ .  (11) 
 
From the modal expansion as given in Eq. (1), we can express the vector of nodal temperatures as a matrix-vector 
product of the form 
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…
…
…
…

, (12) 

 
where each column of the modal matrix is one of the POD basis vectors. The same transformation as used in Eq. 
(10) is then applied to the temperatures in Eq. (12) to transform from T to T*. From this, we can substitute for T* into 
Eq. (11) to express it in terms of the modal matrix and the modal amplitudes, c.  Pre-multiplying the resulting 
system by ΦT, we get 

 
 * *T T Tc K c fΦ Φ +Φ Φ = Φ . (13) 
 

At this stage, the equations are reduced from a m-dimensional system to a n-dimensional one. Because the POD 
basis vectors constitute an orthonormal set, the coefficient matrix of the time-derivatives of c reduces to the identity 
matrix. However, since the POD basis vectors are not eigenmodes of the original problem, they do not diagonalize 
the transformed thermal conductivity matrix K*. Due to this fact, one further step is taken to diagonalize the 
transformed thermal conductivity matrix by using the matrix of eigenvectors, W, and applying it to the whole 
system, thus decoupling the equations. Following this diagonalization, the system of equations will finally become 

 
 ˆˆ ˆc c f+Γ = , (14) 
 
where Γ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of the transformed thermal conductivity matrix K*. As Eq. 
(14) is now decoupled, we can express the i-th equation as 
 
 ˆˆ ˆ , 1, 2...,i i i ic c f i nγ+ = =  (15) 
 
with γi being the i-th eigenvalue of the transformed thermal conductivity matrix K*. The advantage of decoupling the 
equations is that we can now solve the equations analytically such that a numerical time-stepping scheme is not 
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needed and the solution at any time instant of interest can immediately be generated. The analytical solution to Eq. 
(15) is given by 
 

 
1 eˆˆ ( )

it

i i
i

c t f
γ

γ

−−
=  (16) 

 
Once one solves for the transformed vector of modal amplitudes at the time instant of interest, the temperature 
distribution can be calculated by reversing the series of variable transformations and using the modal expansion in 
Eq. (12) to find the nodal temperatures, i.e.,  

 
 ( ) ( ) 0ˆ, , ,x y z t Rc t T= +T  (17) 

with R=M-1/2ΦW. Note that prior to the first transformation, the initial condition was subtracted from the temperature 
vector, as done in Ref. 10, to make the initial condition a uniform zero temperature. For this reason the vector of 
initial temperatures must be added back to the solution in Eq. (17). Figure 9 gives an overview of the equation 
transformations leading from the full, coupled system of thermal finite element equations to the reduced, uncoupled 
set of ordinary differential equations for the time-dependent modal amplitudes (as proposed in Ref. 10). 
 

 
 

III.2 Thermal POD Example 
The POD methodology was applied to the control surface finite element model and a time interval from 0-500 

seconds was considered. A simple uniform heat flux of 10 W/cm2 was applied to the top skin with all other surfaces 
having a zero applied heat flux. As work is currently being undertaken to fully automate the snapshot procedure, 26 
snapshots were taken from a high-fidelity transient thermal solution using Nastran in evenly space intervals of 20 
seconds. It is expected that a greater number of snapshots will be needed in the future in order to attain the desired 
accuracy. Figure 10 shows an example temperature contour plot at 300 seconds.  

 
Figure 9. Sequence of equation transformations leading to reduced order decoupled system.10 
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The basis was truncated significantly from the original finite element model containing 4,056 degrees of freedom 

and only four POD modes were included in the solution. Figure 11 shows the first 10 eigenvalues of the correlation 
matrix for the 26 snapshot case. All eigenvalues corresponding to modes 11 – 26 were approximately zero. To 
analyze the performance of the POD methodology, the temperatures were calculated at various time instants 
throughout the transient. An error vector was calculated by subtracting the vector of nodal temperatures obtained by 
POD from that obtained from a high-fidelity simulation and taking its absolute value. The error is quantified by 
taking ||Error||∞ and ||Error||2 as shown in Table 2. The percentage error vector for each time instant is calculated by 
taking the difference between the POD and FEA temperature vectors and dividing each entry in the resulting vector 
by the value of the corresponding nodal temperature from FEA. This relative error is quantified by taking ||% 
Error||∞ and ||% Error||2 as also shown in the Table 2. 

 

 
Figure 10. Sample temperature distribution in degrees K at t = 300 seconds. 

 
Figure 11. First 10 eigenvalues of the correlation matrix for 26 snapshot case. 
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To provide an indication of the spatial distribution of the error, nodes were numbered according to their location 
within the finite element model and the absolute value of the percentage error was plotted as a function of node 
index as in Fig. 12. As can be seen, the highest relative error generally occurs in the interior ribs. This is expected as 
this is where the greatest temperature gradients occur. Further investigation into reducing this error by varying the 
number of snapshots and snapshot spacing is planned for the future. 

 

III.3 Time-Varying Heat Flux Boundary Conditions 
Note that results up to this point have been taken from simulations containing a heat flux that is constant in time. 

The overall goal of this work is to be able to take in a time-dependent heat flux at the vehicle surface and directly 
generate the structural mode shapes and frequencies without having to solve a high-fidelity thermal and structural 
problem. It thus becomes necessary to extend the above POD methodology so that it can incorporate the effect of 
transient heat flux boundary conditions at the surface without reconstructing the ROM. To do so, it is proposed to 
follow the methodology used in Ref. 10 for dealing with time-dependent heat loads. The method takes advantage of 
the fact that the original POD basis vectors do not need to be updated as the heat flux changes. This is due to the fact 
that the basis vectors are taken to be admissible functions, which need only to satisfy the essential boundary 

 
Figure 12. Percentage error vs. node index at t = 480 seconds. 

Table 2. Norms of POD error at selected time instants. 
Time [s] ||Error||∞ [K] ||Error||2 [K] ||% Error||∞ [%] ||% Error||2 [%] 

40 2.1 53.6 0.7 17.6 
80 4.7 122.7 1.5 38.5 

120 7.6 189.6 2.3 57.0 
160 9.6 247.5 2.9 71.9 
200 11.7 298.3 3.3 84.3 
240 13.9 346.5 3.8 95.9 
280 16.1 396.2 4.1 107.8 
320 18.4 450.4 4.4 120.5 
360 20.9 510.7 4.7 134.3 
400 23.5 577.9 5.4 149.0 
440 26.2 652.1 6.1 164.4 
480 29.0 733.1 6.7 180.2 
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conditions. In the thermal case essential boundary conditions are fixed temperature boundary conditions. Because 
this model only contains natural boundary conditions (heat flux boundary conditions), the POD basis vectors 
generated from the initial snapshots do not need to be regenerated when the heat flux changes because they will 
always satisfy the essential boundary conditions. Therefore, once the POD basis vectors are generated, no additional 
finite element runs are necessary as the heat flux changes. Begin by assuming that one can represent the thermal 
load vector as the multiplication of a time-dependent scalar function, h, and a spatially varying load vector, f, such 
that the system of equations becomes 

 
 ( ) ( ), , .MT KT h t f x y z+ =  (18) 

 
After decoupling the equations according to the transformations described previously, each equation will be of the 
form, 
 
 ( ) ˆˆ ˆi i i ic c h t fγ+ = , (19) 
 
and the analytical solution to each equation can be expressed as  
 

 ( )
0

ˆˆ ( ) e ei i

t
t t

i ic t f h t dtγ γ ′− ′ ′= ∫ . (20) 

Note that solution of the equations requires integration of the time-dependent scalar function from initial time to 
final time. It is unlikely that the thermal load vector will be able to be expressed as a single time-dependent function 
multiplied by a single spatially varying vector. It is therefore expected that a modal expansion will need to be 
performed on the thermal load vector in order to separate the temporal and spatial dependence of the thermal load. 
After such an expansion, the system of thermal finite element equations becomes 

 

 
1

( )
L

l l
l

MT KT h t f
=

+ =∑  (21) 

 
The system can then be diagonalized as described previously and solved analytically for the response. As described 
in Ref. 10, each term on the right-hand side of the above equation can be treated individually and solved for each 
corresponding modal amplitude using 
 

 ( ), ,
0

ˆˆ ( ) e ei i

t
t t

l i l i lc t f h t dtγ γ ′− ′ ′= ∫  (22) 

 
and the complete solution can be obtained as 
 

 
1

ˆ ˆ
L

l
l

c c
=

=∑  (23) 

 
The challenge in this work stems from the fact that the temporal variation in surface heat flux will not be known 
ahead of time as it depends on the structural deformation. Thus it is expected that a modal decomposition strategy 
similar to the one used for temperature will need to be used to generate the modal expansion for the load vector in 
Eq. (21). Once the basis vectors f are generated, it remains to calculate the time-dependent amplitudes h(t) at the 
time instant of interest given the actual heat flux vector calculated from the aeroheating analysis.  Additionally, the 
value of the heat flux will be sampled at discrete time instants along the flight trajectory, with the sampling rate to 
be determined. Since only a discrete set of coefficients h will be known along the transient, some method for 
approximating a functional representation of the coefficients in between the discrete points will be necessary to 
perform the integral in Eq. (22). Methods for implementing such strategies are currently being investigated by the 
authors. 
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IV. Formulation of Structural Dynamics Under Thermal Loads 
As discussed in the introduction, knowledge of the structural dynamics of a hypersonic vehicle over time is 

necessary as changing natural frequencies and mode shapes will result in migration of the poles and zeros of the 
linearized aircraft dynamics which determine the required robustness of the control system.2 The problem is further 
complicated by the fact that control and design models require a structural dynamics solution that possesses a 
relatively low number of states. For these reasons it becomes necessary to determine the structural dynamics of the 
vehicle over time while retaining only the essential physics. To achieve this goal, a methodology for determination 
of mode shapes and frequencies as a function of temperature in a reduced sense is proposed. This approach will 
make use of the aforementioned POD solution to first determine the thermal state of the structure at various time 
instants along a flight trajectory. The temperature distribution must then be used in conjunction with already known 
functional representations of temperature-dependent material properties to modify the equations of motion 
accordingly and solve for the mode shapes and frequencies of structural components.  

IV.1 Modified Modal Formulation 
Because transient heating will modify the stiffness matrix when a variable Young’s Modulus and thermal 

stresses are considered, the full structural dynamics eigenvalue problem would need to be solved at every time step 
in a high-fidelity analysis.  This work aims to decrease the computational burden and number of states by reducing 
the order of the eigenvalue solution. The methodology involves use of the discrete form of the Ritz method with the 
modal matrix determined by finding the free vibration mode shapes at a reference thermal state representing some 
average temperature distribution. This technique takes advantage of the fact that the Ritz modes need only to satisfy 
the geometric boundary conditions.12 Because the reference modes will always satisfy these boundary conditions, 
they are applicable to use throughout the transient and need not to be updated. Therefore, once the reference modes 
are found, solution of the full-order structural dynamics problem is no longer required. The equations of motion can 
then be transformed to modal space using the modal matrix assembled from the reference free vibration modes as 

 
 *( )T T T

ref ref ref ref refm k T fη ηΦ Φ +Φ Φ = Φ , (24) 
 
where Φref is the modal matrix obtained by finding the free vibration mode shapes at a reference thermal state and 
normalizing them with respect to the mass matrix. The modified stiffness matrix, k*, is given by  
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )*

Gk T k T k T≡ + , (25) 
 
where k(T) is the conventional stiffness matrix and kG(T) is the geometric stiffness matrix due to thermal stresses. As 
described in the introduction, the geometric stiffness matrix will be calculated by solving a static finite element 
problem based on the thermal loads from the temperatures at the current time step and coefficients of thermal 
expansion. The number of modal degrees of freedom, η, is reduced by strategically truncating the modal basis.  If 
the Young’s Modulus were constant, the stiffness matrix would be diagonalized by the modal matrix, thus 
decoupling the system of differential equations.  However, by including the effect of a temperature-variable Young’s 
Modulus, the stiffness matrix will be changing over time due to transient heating.  The global stiffness matrix will 
therefore no longer be diagonalized by the modal matrix and the system becomes coupled.  Initially, the free 
vibration problem will be considered and natural frequencies and mode shapes will be found.  

IV.2 Coupled Thermo-Elastic Example 
 To exemplify the methodology and the effect of transient heating on the structural equations of motion, a one-
dimensional case is considered. For the thermal part of the problem, a one-dimensional heat conduction problem 
with two different heat fluxes applied at the ends was analyzed as shown in Fig. 13. The beam has a one meter by 
one meter cross section and is 60 meters long. The temperatures were calculated every 50 seconds in the interval 
from 0 – 200 seconds and are given in Fig. 14. 
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The nodal temperatures shown in Fig. 14 were then mapped onto a structural cantilever beam finite element model 
with the left end (x = 0) clamped. The grids used for the thermal and structural models were the same. As the 
structural model contained a temperature varying Young’s Modulus, the applied thermal loading modified the 
stiffness of the structure. The material was taken to be Titanium and the temperature dependence of Young’s 
Modulus was extrapolated based on data from Vosteen.13 The approximate linear representation for Young’s 
Modulus used in the finite element model is given in Fig. 15. 
  

 
A thermal load case was created at 50-s intervals and Nastran analysis was run with a DMAP (Direct Matrix 
Abstraction Program) alter in the input file requesting output of the structural stiffness matrix for each thermal load 

 
Figure 15. Dependence of Titanium’s Young's Modulus with temperature for one-dimensional case study. 

 
Figure 14. Temperature distributions at selected time instants from thermal FEA. 

 
Figure 13. Boundary conditions and initial conditions for one-dimensional thermal problem. 
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case. The stiffness matrix generated at each time instant was then used to calculate the generalized stiffness matrix 
in order to assess its diagonality and thus the amount of coupling in the equations of motion. For each 50-s interval, 
the generalized stiffness matrix was calculated using  
 
 ( )5 5

( )T
ref ref x

k T k TΦ Φ = , (26) 
 
where Φref was assembled using five free vibration modes at the t = 100 s thermal case. The stiffness matrix k(T) was 
evaluated using the temperatures at the specific time instant and the functional representation of Young’s Modulus 
from Fig. 15. No thermal stress effects are included in this example. To quantify the diagonality of the matrix, a 
matrix diagonality ratio was calculated for each row of the 5x5 matrix as given below 
 
 |Largest off-diagonal entry in row |(Matrix Diagonality Ratio)  = 

|Diagonal entry in row |i
i

i
, (27) 

 
where values closer to zero indicate a matrix that is more diagonally dominant. Results from this case are shown in 
Table 3. 

 
As seen from Table 3, the matrix becomes more diagonal in moving from t = 0 s to the reference case at t = 100 s 
and becomes less diagonal as the modes depart from the reference case in moving from t = 100 s to t = 200 s. In the 
free vibration case, the coupling of the equations is irrelevant as the equations of motion reduce to an eigenvalue 
problem due to orthogonality with respect to mass, that is, for f = 0, one has 
 
 ( )* 2( ) 0T

ref refk T Iω ηΦ Φ − = . (28) 

 
However, the failure of the generalized stiffness to be diagonalized in the case of forced vibration results in the 
following coupled system of ordinary differential equations  
 
 *( ) ( )T T

ref ref refk T f tη η+Φ Φ = Φ . (29) 
 
The solution of the forced vibration problem can be obtained using a direct numerical integration appropriate to the 
form in Eq. (29).  

V. Overall Computational Framework 
Based on the integrated thermo-elastic solution methodology described in this work, a computational framework 

has been developed to implement the method. A flowchart of the framework is shown in Fig. 16. The process begins 
by performing high-fidelity thermal analysis and generating the nodal temperatures at the time instants of interests. 
In the process, the thermal capacitance matrix, thermal conductivity matrix, and thermal load vector are written to 
output files using DMAP. At this point, the snapshot matrix is generated, the POD basis vectors are formed, and the 
thermal finite element equations are transformed to modal space using the modal matrix. The system of ordinary 
differential equations is then solved for the time-dependent modal amplitudes at each time step of interest and they 

Table 3. Matrix diagonality ratios for selected time instants. 
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are used in the modal expansion to calculate the corresponding temperature distribution. The calculated temperatures 
are then mapped onto the structural model which contains a temperature dependent Young’s Modulus. A thermal 
load case is also generated for each temperature distribution and solution of the static problem is used to calculate 
the thermal stresses and the geometric stiffness matrix. The reference thermal state is identified and used to generate 
the reference modes and assemble the modal matrix. A normal modes solution is then executed for each thermal 
load case in order to generate the equations of motion at each time step. The equations of motion are transformed to 
modal space at each time step using the reference modes and integrated to find the modal response.  

 

 

VI. Concluding Remarks 
This work begins by outlining the challenges associated with hypersonic vehicle design and analysis due to 

strong interactions among aerodynamics, heat transfer, elastic airframe, propulsion system, flight dynamics, and 
controls. The specific problem of addressing the impact of aerodynamic heating on vibration mode shapes and 
frequencies was introduced and the overall high-fidelity solution process is explained. The motivation is associated 
with the need to reduce the number of states in control system and vehicle design and analysis simulations.  

A reduced order, integrated thermo-elastic solution procedure was outlined for the purpose of determining the 
structural dynamics response over a flight profile. A technique for solving the thermal finite element equations in 
modal space has been developed by making use of the proper orthogonal decomposition basis vectors extracted from 
high-fidelity thermal simulations over time. The POD method was applied to a representative control surface model 
with fixed heat flux boundary conditions and results were compared with those obtained from FEA. An initial 
comparison of the error at various time steps throughout the transient indicates good accuracy. Additionally, the use 
of POD enabled reduction of the problem from 4,056 to four degrees of freedom, thus resulting in significant gains 
in efficiency and reduction of number of states. A technique for extending the current POD formulation to account 
for transient heat flux boundary conditions sampled from aeroheating analysis at discrete trajectory points was 
outlined. Future work will implement this technique with the heat flux updated at a rate that is yet to be determined.  

A method making use of the discrete form of the Ritz method with mode shapes taken from free vibration modes 
at a reference thermal state was described for the determination of the structural dynamics over time. This method 
was applied to a one-dimensional case in which the temperatures are first generated in 50-s intervals and mapped 
onto the structure. Application of the Ritz method shows coupling of the equations of motion at time instants other 
than that at which the reference modes are taken. The differences in solving the free and forced vibration problems 
were discussed. Finally, the overall computational framework as implemented for this work was summarized. 
Further work will apply this method to a control surface model to determine the frequencies and mode shapes of the 
structure over time. The effect of the transient structural dynamics on the poles and zeros of the linearized system 

 
Figure 16. Flowchart of overall computational framework for coupled thermo-elastic solution process. 
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will then be analyzed to assess vehicle controllability. This information will be used to provide insight into the 
thermo-structural design and material selection with the goal of improving overall flight dynamic performance. 
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